
Event #1 100 16 yard targets 30.00$       

Five (5) Classes:  AA, A, B, C, D

In lieu of trophies, $3.00 per entry by class will be

returned to high score in each class split 60/40

ties divide

Lewis Purse…….4 Purses / one money each 10.00$       

Event #2 100 Handicap targets        18 - 27 yds 30.00$       

Super Purse….…...30/25/20/15/10%.............. 20.00$       

Special Event…….40/30/20/10%...60/40% split 10.00$       

In lieu of trophies, $3.00 per entry will be returned

to shooters: 40% to Champion & 20% to high score

in each of 3 yardage groups: [18-21.5] [22-24.5] [25-27]

Champion cannot win yardage money.

PERFECT 50*  [Traps 1&2, 2&3, 3&4] 9.00$         

Lewis Purse…….4 Purses / one money each 10.00$       
 

Event #3 50 pair Doubles 30.00$       

Four (4) Classes: A,B,C,D

In lieu of trophies, $3.00 per entry by class will be

returned to high score in each of 4 classes, ties divide

Lewis Purse…….3 Purses / one money each 10.00$       

ATA Fees…………………………………………………………………………………3.00$          

OTSA Fees…………………………………………………………………………….. 3.00$          

SCORES WILL BE POSTED AFTER EACH EVENT

PAYOUTS WILL BE MAILED 

this program due to weather conditions.  All ties for money will divide unless otherwise noted in the

program.  We will have NO HIGH-GUN PURSES.  Food and ammunition will be available at the gun club

which is located on US Highway 81 on the East side of the road 9.5 miles North of the US 81 & US 412

intersection in Enid.

We appreciate constructive comments and suggestions.

For more information contact us at grandnationalgunclub@gmail.com

Practice starts at 9:00AM

Registered targets start at 10:00AM

APRIL SHOOTOUT

*Perfect 50:  70% Payout - Ties divide - Money carries over to next shoot

This shoot is authorized by both the ATA & OTSA and their rules will apply in all cases.  The scores will

be entered on your permanent record at the ATA.  GNGC reserves the right to alter or cancel any part of

The Boys of the

Grand National Gun Club

Enid, OK
invite you to an

ATA Registered trap shoot 

April 29, 2018


